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Abstract - In this article, we apply, to the best of our knowledge for the first time in the existing literature, a semantic 

automatic ontology extraction method for the comparison of several text of laws, namely Leviticus from Bible, Hammurabi 

Code of Law, United States Constitution, Nigeria and Japan Constitutions. We used for automatic generation of ontologies the 

tool Text2Onto. By running Text2Onto using the different text of laws we obtained the initial list of concepts for each of them. 

For our research, we took into account only the concepts with the highest grade of relevance. The relevance is a positive 

number with values between zero and one. Our final ontologies contain only those terms having the relevance score higher 

than a given threshold. The threshold was calculated by taking into account the corpus size and the domain of our ontology. 

Then, based on the generated ontologies, we provided the comparison among several text of laws that we used.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

For hundreds of years, humanity is based on written 

laws. Since ancient times, all around the globe there 

are texts of law in different languages and different 

locations. Some of these laws may differ depending on 

the location and the time period. However, the purpose 

of those laws is the same: to make our life better by 

following the law. Each institution and each citizen 

should be exposed to the law, including people that are 

judges or law-makers. Human rights, norms and 

standards are defined by the law and should be applied 

in an equal manner to everyone that bounds to these 

universal principles. Comparison different text of laws 

is interesting and give valuable insights regarding 

different links and how text of laws evolved over time 

and inter-connections in the same periods of time. 

In this article, we apply, to the best of our knowledge 

for the first time in the existing literature, a semantic 

automatic ontology extraction method for the 

comparison of several text of laws, namely Leviticus 

from Bible, Hammurabi Code of Law, United States 

Constitution, English Bill of Rights, Nigeria and Japan 

Constitutions. We choose the text of laws based on 

several criteria. First, we look to ancient text of laws 

that we could find in English (automatic ontology 

extraction engine recognizes only English grammar 

currently and therefore we were restricted to the 

English versions of the different text of laws) and had 

a large influence in their period in and towards ours. 

We choose the Bible its main code of law - Leviticus 

[7]. Although the laws from Leviticus are applicable 

mostly in the period of Old Testament, before the 

coming of Christ, their spirit influences a lot 

Christianity and consequently different makers of the 

constitutions from Christian countries – such as the 

one from United States [10] that was made in the time 

in which Christian Protestantism was very strong 

among the people that conceived the constitution of 

this country.   Second, we choose the Code of Laws of 

Hammurabi, [6] a classical code of laws from the 

Antique Period. From modern times, we choose the 

main text of laws of several countries, distributed 

among several continents. We choose – Bill of Rights 

(UK) [3] Constitution of United States (North 

America Continent), Constitution of Japan [9] (Asia) 

and Constitution of Nigeria (Africa) [4]. From the type 

of constitutive country system, we can observe that 

two are based on monarchy – Japan and United 

Kingdom, and two are presidential republics – United 

States of America and Nigeria. Of course, we can 

choose several other countries, but we considered this 

set of text of laws, as a first set of applying the 

ontology generation techniques, to be sufficiently 

large and representative for the beginning, and we 

limit ourselves to those texts of laws 

Regarding the links among different texts of laws, first 

we should observe that there are several ways in which 

the fundamental texts of laws influence each other. 

Leviticus from the Bible, as explained above, through 

Christianity might influence text of law of Christian 

Countries namely United States, United Kingdom and 

Nigeria. The text of law of Hammurabi, it is a classical 

text of law from Antique period. It does not directly 

influence the modern constitutions. However, we can 

see a parallel through the fact that this code of laws 

meant for the kingdom of Hammurabi what modern 

constitutions means for modern countries. United 

States Constitution (as the first democratic, 

presidential constitution) and Bill of Rights from 

United Kingdome (as an old fundamental text from 

XVII century, still in force) can serve as models for 

modern constitutions from different countries (of 

course, some other fundamental text of laws from 

other countries serves as models as well). We will 

enlarge this discussion in the section regarding the 
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ontology comparison of the different text of laws.  

This article is organized in four main sections. In the 

―state of art‖ section we will present the literature 

review. In ―results and discussion‖ section we 

describe the applied methodology and the comparison 

results. In Section 4 we draw the conclusions.  

 

II. STATE OF ART 

 

In this section we will present first the main text of 

laws that we consider, describe a literature review 

regarding applying semantic extraction to text of laws 

and at the end we will give a short ontology generation 

review.  

Text of laws - The Code of Hammurabi The Code of 

Hammurabi is one of the first known forms of law. 

The first book was written around 1754 BC. It was 

written under the command of Hammurabi (1792 – 

1750 BC), who was the 6th king of Babylon. The 

Code contains 282 laws. Almost half of the 

Hammurabi code treats matter of contract, then it 

defines the concepts of a transaction, the liability of a 

builder for a house that collapses or property that is 

damaged while in the care of another. A third of the 

Hammurabi code deals with those problems 

concerning family and household issues. Only one 

provision imposes obligations on the officials, 

specifically judges. 

Leviticus It is the third book of the Old Testament. It is 

believed to be written by Moses, and chapters 1-7 and 

11-27 consist of God’s commandments for the 

Israelites during the Exodus. The instructions in 

Leviticus can be considered laws and cover ritual, 

legal and moral practices.  Some of the instructions 

still have an impact upon the lives of the most 

orthodox Hebrews. 

United Kingdom Unlike most modern countries, The 

UK does not actually have a Constitution. However, 

there is a range of codified and uncodified declarations 

and laws that serve the purpose of a Constitution, 

which includes the Bill of Rights (written in 1689, it 

defines the sovereignty of the Parliament over the 

Government), Acts of Parliament and law reports of 

court judgements, of which the two latter are 

considered uncodified and this is one of Great 

Britain’s most distinctive legal features. We choose 

the Bill of Rights for our comparison as being one the 

most representative’s fundamental text of laws from 

United Kingdom. 

United States The Constitution of The US, became 

representative in 1789. It was originally composed of 

seven articles, and it has been amended 27 times up to 

now. The first three articles handle those problems 

related to the separation of powers in the State. The 

following articles (except article 7) express ideas of 

federalism, concerning the rights and duties of the 

state governments, the states in relation to the federal 

government, etc. The 7th article of the constitution 

proclaims the right of ratification. Broadly speaking, 

the first ten Amendments (which are known as The 

Bill of Rights) guarantee the protection of individual 

liberty, justice and defines limitations to the power of 

the government. It is the oldest written and codified 

constitution in force.  

Japan The Constitution of Japan was enacted on the 

third of May 1947. It came as a follow-up to the Meiji 

Constitution (propagated during the reign of Emperor 

Meiji 1867 – 1912) as a direct result of the Allies 

demanding during the Second World War as well as 

Japan’s complete surrender that any obstacles in the 

way of Japan benefiting from democratic rights. Some 

important points in the Constitution include the 

Emperor’s role being almost entirely ceremonial, the 

principle of popular sovereignty, renunciation of war 

and Individual rights, such as equality under the law, 

prohibition of slavery and democratic elections. 

Nigeria The current Constitution of Nigeria was 

enacted on 29 May 1999, thus inaugurating the 4th 

Nigerian Republic, which is an important change to its 

previous dictatorial roots and an important step in the 

direction of global democracy. Its First Constitution 

was enacted during the period when it was 

administered as a Crown Colony. The Constitution is 

currently the Supreme law in Nigeria although not 

thoroughly respected. 

Semantic comparison of text of laws In the work of 

[5], an automatic extraction of text of laws is 

presented. It is explained that normative texts can be 

seen as being structured in many subdivisions 

(articles, paragraphs, etc.) or by semantic units, each 

unit containing parts of a regulation (provisions). 

Provisions are described based on a metadata scheme 

that is composed of provision types and their 

arguments. The semantic annotation of the normative 

texts is intended to simplify the retrieval of norms. 

Therefore, the authors extracted semantic terms from 

the text of laws. However, no comparison between 

several text of laws is provided in this work 

In [2] it is described a framework for automated 

knowledge acquisition from regulatory texts. The 

system named The Systeme d'Acquisition des 

Connaissances Deontique can generate a knowledge 

base from the logical structure of regulatory texts. 

Neither ontology and comparison is used in this work.  

In [11] the authors present a way to transform legal 

text into a formal representation with the scope to 

automatically reason with. In this work, no ontology 

automated generation method is presented and also no 

comparison among several text of law is described. 

Paper notes that it is quite difficult to generate 

semantic knowledge from law texts and there are no 

many works on this direction. 

 We can continue, but we will stop here. As main 

observations there are not many works in this area, and 

from the few that exists none is doing a comparison 

among several law text. 

Ontology generation methods Text2Onto [8] uses 

algorithms for concept inheritance, mereological (part 
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of) relations, general relations, concept instantiation 

and equivalence. The results obtained when running 

the tool Text2Onto using a corpus can be exported in 

different formats. The most popular formats are RDF, 

KAON and OWL. Due to the fact that manual 

ontology creation is expensive, many learning tools 

were developed. We have chosen to use the 

framework text2onto and enhanced it with new 

algorithms: 

 First, we added new rules for the ontology 

generation 

 An automatic process for finding similar terms 

between two types of ontologies. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Automatic Generation of Ontologies Multiple steps 

were required for the process of automatically 

generate an ontology for different text of laws that we 

used. The first step was based on Text2Onto 

framework. By running Text2Onto using the different 

text of laws we obtained the initial list of concepts for 

each of them. The following sample contains a part of 

our generated terms for the Japan Constitution. 

 

 
 

For our research we took into account only the 

concepts with the highest grade of relevance. The 

relevance is a positive number with values between 

zero and one. Our final ontologies contain only those 

terms having the relevance score higher than a given 

threshold. The threshold was calculated by taking into 

account the corpus size and the domain of our 

ontology. Below we present a sample of the ontologies 

that were obtained. 

 

 

Comparison of the generated ontologies  

In this part we will do a comparison between different 

types of text of laws considered, starting with the 

oldest ones towards the newest ones.  

 Regarding Hammurabi and Leviticus (text of laws 

from antiquity), it can be noticed that the first two 

concepts from both are describing different things: 

religious laws in Leviticus and general property law in 

Hammurabi. The first concept in Leviticus is priest 

and the first one in the Code of Hammurabi is man. In 

Leviticus, the first concepts (priests, day, offering, 

altars) suggest that religious part was very important 

in the lives of the Israelites and the laws reflect this – 

in the sense that this part covers a large area from the 

whole sets of code. In the Code of Hammurabi, the 

concept man being the most relevant suggests that the 

laws concerned mainly males. Looking to the 

generated concepts, we can say that this code is more 

balanced, covering more aspects of law applicability 

in an equal measure.  A further analysis further shows 

that Leviticus deals primarily with religious laws and, 

and it  is seemingly even less concerned with women 

than the Code of Hammurabi, and that the Code of 

Hammurabi deals mostly with property and business 

law.  

Regarding Leviticus and the US Constitution, the 

differences are notable. In US constitution the concept 

year is the first one from the generated ontology. This 

is because the constitution is quite concerned with the 

periods of applicability of laws – for example, how 

long a senator has a position in the Senate. In The US 

Constitution, there is no difference between man and 

woman (person as concept number two). In the US 

constitution, we have many concepts concerning 

elections, the state in relation to the citizens and the 

official positions. Looking to the most important 

concepts of Leviticus (priest, offering, day, blood, 

altar, fire etc.) and US Constitution (year, person, 

section, office, case), there seems to not be a direct 

relation between the two text of laws.  

For the UK Bill of Rights the first concepts are: 

person, law, crown, kingdom, prince which shows two 

important characteristics of the act: that is concerning 

people and applicability of law and that for UK 

monarchy is important – for the legislative part. In the 

UK Bill of Rights, it is interesting to observe that the 

first two concepts, law and person have the exact same 

relevancy which denotes that person and laws are 

quite central to the UK constitution. Compared with 

US constitution, it should be noted that in US person is 

the second concept while in UK is the first. For both, 

law’s applicability to persons is important. There is 

similarity between the two constitutions: there are 

common concepts among the most important ones 

such as person, law, rights for both fundamental acts. 

The most relevant concept in Japan being ―law‖ it can 

be argued that law is very important to the Japanese 

(this is further supported by the fact that ―judge‖ is on 

number nine for relevancy). Similar to US who has  
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person as the second concept, Japan has on its 2nd, 

third and 4th places member, people and person which 

reflects that the Constitution is also concerned about 

people in general and that people are mentioned quite 

a lot in it. It is similar to the US Constitution regarding 

its connection with election and state proceedings. The 

number of concepts in both cases and their diversity 

suggest both Constitutions cover most areas of the 

law. Similar to UK and US, the most relevant concept 

is person which shows that the Constitution of Nigeria 

is centered on people. Moreover, some of the first 

most relevant twenty concepts from the Constitution 

of Nigeria suggesting remedy, punishment or 

authority (such as ―appeal‖ (#6), ―subsection‖ (#9), 

power (#10), ―respect‖ (#12), ―purpose‖ (#14), 

―function‖ (#18), ―authority‖ (#20)) seems to show 

that authority plays an important role for this country. 

It is interesting to note that some of the first 5 concepts 

in Nigeria’s Constitution are similar with the ones 

from United State Constitution, respectively: person, 

section, law, office which indicates some similarities 

to certain degree among the two text of laws (it is 

made for people, application of law is important and 

should take office). It is less similar to UK constitution 

because, as mentioned earlier, UK terms from the first 

five positions (crown, kingdom, prince) are related to 

the monarchy aspect of democratic UK.  

 

IV. CONCLUSSION 

 

Comparing different text of laws is interesting and 

give valuable insights regarding different links and 

how text of laws evolved over time and 

inter-connections in the same periods of time. In this 

article, we apply - to the best of our knowledge for the 

first time in the existing literature, a semantic 

automatic ontology extraction method for the 

comparison of several text of laws, namely Leviticus 

from Bible, Hammurabi Code of Law, United States 

Constitution, English Bill of Rights, Nigeria and Japan 

Constitutions. We used for automatic generation of 

ontologies the tool Text2Onto. By running Text2Onto 

using the different text of laws we obtained the initial 

list of concepts for each of them. For our research we 

took into account only the concepts with the highest 

grade of relevance. The relevance is a positive number 

with values between zero and one. Our final 

ontologies contain only those terms having the 

relevance score higher than a given threshold. The 

threshold was calculated by taking into account the 

corpus size and the domain of our ontology. Some of 

the comparison results are the followings. In 

Leviticus, the first concepts (priests, day, offering, 

altars) suggest that religious part was very important 

in the lives of the Israelites and the laws reflect this. 

The Code of Hammurabi is more balanced, covering 

more aspects of law applicability in an equal measure, 

although it deals mostly with property and business 

law. Looking to the most important concepts of 

Leviticus (priest, oferring,day, blood, altar, fire etc.)  

and US Consitution (year, person, section, office, 

case), there seems to not be a direct relation between 

the two text of laws. For the UK Bill of Rights the first 

concepts are: person, law, crown, kingdom, prince 

which shows two important characteristics of the act: 

that is concerning people and applicability of law and 

that for UK monarchy is important – for the legislative 

part. There is similarity between the two constitutions 

(US and UK): there are similar concepts among the 

most important ones such as person, law, rights, The 

most relevant concept in Japan being law it can be 

argued that law is very important to the Japanese (this 

is further supported by the fact that ―judge‖ is on 

number nine for relevancy) and that they most likely 

include statements that include the word ―law‖ for 

formal reasons.  In contrast with Japan but similar to 

the UK and US the most relevant concept is person 

which shows that the Constitution of Nigeria is 

centered on people. It is interesting to note that some 

of the first 5 concepts in Nigeria’s Constitution are 

similar with the ones from United State Constitution, 

respectively: person, section, law, office which show 

some similarities among the two text of laws (it is 

made for people, application of law is important and 

should take office). It is less similar to UK constitution 

because, as mentioned earlier, UK terms from the first 

five positions (crown, kingdom, prince) are related to 

the monarchy aspect of democratic UK. As further 

study, we are interested to apply automatic generation 

of ontologies to other domains such as psychology for 

example. 
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